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Each Peach Pear Plum by Janet & Allan Ahlberg  
Picture: a white cottage with washing and fruit trees in the garden 
In this book With your little eye Take a look And play ‘I spy’ 
NOTE to reader: On each text page is a magnified picture clue to help find the 
famous character on the opposite page.  
Each Peach Pear Plum I spy Tom Thumb Picture: Tom sits in a peach tree 
holding a book. He is wearing blue pants.  
Picture: the garden has peach, pear and plum trees. Tom is hiding in the peach 
tree. 
  Tom Thumb in the cupboard I spy Mother Hubbard Pictures: Tom’s eating 
from a jar. Mother Hubbard’s bending by a table. Picture: Mother Hubbard’s 
in a busy kitchen. She’s in a spotted yellow dress. A dog’s under the table. Tom 
sits on a tin of dog food. Mother Hubbard down the cellar I spy Cinderella 
Picture: Cinderella’s arm holding a feather duster.  
Picture: Mother Hubbard is holding a candle and bowl. Cinderella is dusting the 
shelves. She is between the clutter and a window. 
Cinderella on the stairs I spy the Three Bears Picture: the Three Bears wearing 
red caps are peeping through a window. Picture: Cinderella is on the stairs 
reaching to dust the mantelpiece. The Three Bears are peeping through the 
window. Three Bears out hunting I spy Baby Bunting Picture: a wicker baby 
basket. 
 Picture: the Three Bears are hunting. baby bear trips, his gun shoots the rope 
holding the Baby basket to the tree. The rope snaps. 
Baby Bunting fast asleep I spy Bo-Peep Picture: Bo-Peep’s hiding in a yellow 
field beneath her big pink hat. 
Picture: Baby Bunting’s floating down the river in the wicker basket. Bo-Peep is 
hiding in the field by the river. 
Bo-Peep up the hill I spy Jack and Jill Picture: Jack and Jill’s legs are sticking 
out of the yellow and green grass. 
Picture: Bo-Peep sits on a wall of a well on a hill. Further down the grass slope 
Jack and Jill’s legs stick out.  
Jack and Jill in the ditch I spy the Wicked Witch  
Picture: The Witch in her black hat peeps through the tangled bushes. Picture: 
Wide eyed Jack and Jill are lying in a ditch with bushes. The Wicked Witch in her 
black hat is hiding there.  



Wicked Witch over the wood I spy Robin Hood Picture: Robin Hood with his 
bow and hat with a feather in.  
Picture: The Witch is fleeing on her broom. Robin Hood shoots arrows at her 
from the bushes. 
Robin Hood in his den I spy the Bears again Picture: the Bears are hunting 
behind the trees. There is a puff of smoke. 
 Picture: Robin Hood is in his den. He is reading a book by the fire. The Three 
Bears are marching past near by. Baby’s gun goes off.  
Three Bears still hunting THEY spy Baby Bunting Picture: the baby is smiling in 
its basket among the reeds . 
 Picture: the Bears reach over the bridge wall. Father Bear hooks the baby’s 
basket on the river with his walking stick.  
Baby Bunting safe and dry I spy Plum Pie Picture: the Plum Pie sits on a white 
and blue picnic blanket.  
Picture: the Bears are walking alongside the wall carring the baby and basket. 
Behind the wall on the grass is the Plum Pie.  
Plum Pie in the sun I spy … 
Picture: All the characters are hiding in the garden and trees. There is the Plum 
Pie on the picnic blanket on the grass.  
EVERYONE! Picture: peach, pear and plums with a blue butterfly sitting on 
top  
Picture: everyone from the Story are having a party and eating the Plum Pie.  
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